Two New Events Added to Greek Week Festivities

With the coming of spring, Greeks at Tech anticipated the arrival of Greek Week as a chance to enjoy the sun and escape the pressures of school. The week was kicked off with the Block Party on Peter's Parking Deck featuring the Generics. The competition began the next morning as recovering partiers ran the George C. Griffin Pi Mile Race. Truly intense competition began early Sunday with the Tug-O-War. The festivities continued throughout the day as fraternities and sororities tugged it out.

The Greeks participated in other grueling events including the keg relay, quineped, bat race, and the dreaded watermelon chase in the Sigma Nu pool. Two new events were added this year. The ATO's sponsored the water balloon catapult and the Kappa Sigs introduced the Paper Chase.

The Cocktail Party held Friday night recognized outstanding Greeks and their organizations. Beta Theta Pi received the IFC overall trophy. Psi Upsilon was presented with the academics award, while Lambda Chi Alpha won the activities trophy and Pi Kappa Alpha received the athletics trophy. Following the awards ceremony, everyone danced to the sounds of the Surf.

The week of activities concluded with an outing at Indian Lakes. Beautiful weather and a good turn out helped everyone have a good time.
Dry Rush Reality

A week of cleaning, painting, and remodeling preceded the opening of the doors of fraternity and sorority houses across campus to prospective members. Tech students were invited to get a look at Greek life. Women were escorted from sorority to sorority during the four days of formal rush. Through songs, skits, and conversation the women were shown the character of each sorority. The men saw a less formal rush. Nights were lit with band parties, mud wrestling, and island parties. Rushees were able to drift among the thirty-one fraternities finding friends and new faces during the two weeks of rush.

The IFC Rush Committee and the Tech administration continued to stress rushing without alcohol. Following several days of pre-rush parties, classes brought dry rush. Dry rush encouraged fraternities to find new ideas for rush functions. These ranged from Buffalo Wing dinners to casino night with Bunnies.

The semi-dry rush was a success. Many fraternities reported that they were pleased with the quality of their pledge classes and attributed that fact to the dry rush format.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Junior Bill Gilmer recruits new little sisters. Can-can girl provides entertainment at Delta Sig Rush party. NEAR MIDDLE: Virginia Couch exhibits her artistic ability to Ken Dunwoody. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: DU shiek gets scarf from belly dancer. Wes Turner discusses merits of the KA fraternity. Steve Marenka jokes with friend at Sig Ep Rush party.
Homecoming a Success for Greeks

With the building of the Tech tower and the launching of the space shuttle, the Tech Greek community was set to celebrate Georgia Tech's centennial. The Greeks participated in the 'Race of the Century' as the Fijis finished first in the 5k road race. The fans cheered and girls swooned as the 'Frat Boys' from Beta Theta Pi took first place in the talent show. Alpha Chi Omega set the tone for Mock Rock Cafe as they converted from young women into heavy metal head-bangers. Zeta Tau Alpha and Chi Phi proved to be the best party raters as they both won the 'Party-A-Thon.'

Another grueling Mini 500 race on Friday left Kappa Alpha and Alpha Xi Delta victorious as well as exhausted. As agonized trikers crossed the finish line, the centennial celebration continued as the crowds watched the colorful displays in motion. Lambda Chi Alpha, depicting the history of Georgia Tech, and Alpha Delta Pi carried away the honors for best display.

The week's events culminated in a spirit filled pep rally which got everyone fired up for a victory over Western Carolina. After the pep rally Greeks still had much work to do before the big day. Arc welders light up the night as temporary welders and motorheads worked long into the night to complete their wrecks.

Finally Homecoming day arrived. Saturday brought the traditional and famous Ramblin' Wreck Parade. Fijis won the Contraption Division. The fixed body division saw the Delt Sigs win for the second straight year, while Kappa Sigma and Alpha Gamma Delta took the classic car title. All the fun, games, and anticipation, climaxed as the Yellow Jackets defeated the Catamounts of Western Carolina. The winning Saturday was a fitting finale to a week filled with fun and tribulation. Fijis and Alpha Delta Pi, the overall winners, had even more cause for celebration.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Mini 500 is a test of stamina and endurance. Lisa Volmar and Leigh Ann Hinds punk out at the Mock Rock Cafe. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Long nights are spent perfecting the Recks. The Chi Phi display is pompom. The "Four Tops" perform on the Parking Deck. Huey Lewis and the News are imitated by the Tekes. Kappa Sigs work together to build a kite.
Hams Entertain Greek Community Through the Year

Ham vb hammed; hammering vt: to execute with exaggerated speech or gestures: OVERACT ~ vi: to overplay a part (as defined by Webster).

During the course of the school year the Greek community is exposed to many hams through Homecoming and Greek Week. Most come out at the talent shows, where every act attempts to overdo their competition by dancing beyond their physical limitations and dressing outrageously. The Greek god competition always brings out at least one ham, who else would don a toga in the presence of a sober crowd?

Then there are always those assisting the Greek community who ham it up as soon as they are in the spotlight. These men and women revert to their college days in some case and become wild and crazy. What would the Greek system be without a few hams to liven everything up a little?

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: A typical ham. Dean James Dull hams his way through a dance routine. Kim Bohannon flashes an SI pose. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Lambda Chis jive their way through a Temptation classic. Marjorie Saffran applauds the acting ability of Georgia Tech’s finest, Sgt. Berningause. Hamburger god, Dave Leroy dons McDonald’s garb. “Skinny” Kenny Walters on stage with “Frat boy” Vern Hakes.
Sixth Straight Greek Week Victory

The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega pulled together to win Greek Week for the sixth year in a row. AX tied for first in Greek Sing and Lisa Simpson placed third in the Greek Goddess Contest.

The chapter showed its academic excellence as well. Alpha Chi received the scholarship tray for top sorority GPA twice last year! Philanthropy is always important. Alpha Chi co-sponsored a Dance-a-thon with Delta Tau Delta in the spring to raise money for Leukemia. The pledges raised $1000 for Leukemia on pledge roadblocking weekend and placed first among the sororities.

Homecoming brought a lot of excitement to the chapter. President Lisa Volmar was crowned Homecoming Queen. Lisa also received the Alpha Award at Greek Week’s Cocktail Party. Flag football was successful. AX carried their spirit all the way to the finals!

The AX alumnae helped the chapter celebrate Founder’s Day at the Sheraton Century Hotel. A National Convention was held in the summer to celebrate AX’s 100th Birthday! AX is ready for 100 more so watch out!


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Becca McBath and Anne Marie Krznarich help to win Greek Sing. Holly Thompson and Lisa Volmar, Homecoming Queen, jamming in spare time. BOTTOM: Jennifer Kittle gives a hard tug and a smile too. Holly Thompson and Elisabeth Cooper watch bidding at slave auction.
Alpha Delta Pi has had yet another fantastic year. Again, Zeta Omicron sported the Diamond Four point Award which is given in recognition of excellence in scholarship, leadership, sisterhood, and service. For the second year in a row, Alpha Delta Pi carried away first place in Homecoming.

The first annual Rock-a-thon took place in the spring for the benefit of leukemia. The second annual Diamond 10K, also for the benefit of the leukemia fund drive, was again a great success. Zeta Omicron has participated in numerous other service activities this year. They include participation in a fund raiser for the Atlanta Biltmore, in a McDonald's McDLT contest, in a Rich's jean contest, as well as helping out at Hawk's games.

Rush yielded twenty-nine new pledges. They were honored fall quarter by a "Picnic in the Park" and by the annual Pledge Formal.

Sue . . . What was his name? . . . It's cool!

. . . Awesome . . . Hey dude! . . . Don’t you hate it when that happens?! . . . That’s incredible . . . well . . . hence, . . . therefore . . . because . . . it's casual . . . How many rehearsals does it take to fall in love???

. . . I was young, naive, fat, and unhappy . . . the Big O!

TOP: Sisters participate in kite-building contest. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Susan Evans enjoys a lite lunch and a Diet Coke. Lindsay Hinds, Dana Boggs, Kelly McMillian, and Cindy Baker captivate audience with their voices. Laura Lott displays poise during Greek Goddess Pageant. How Bout those Dawgs!
BEAT the Dooley out of the Dawgs
Sisters Win International Activities-Altruism Award

Alpha Gamma Delta enjoyed a very memorable and exciting year. Sisters worked hard and studied hard but also had fun in striving to make this the best year ever for Alpha Gam.

Alpha Gams excelled in particular in the areas of activities and altruism. Sisters displayed their outstanding leadership qualities through involvement in a wide range of campus activities, organizations, and professional societies. The most prominent example of this leadership is Student Government, in which the Student Body President and all three class presidents are Alpha Gams. The second annual Alpha Gamma Delta Bike-a-Thon, held in March, raised over $2000 for the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation. Sisters were rewarded for their efforts as Gamma Phi chapter was awarded the International Activities-Altruism award as the most outstanding Alpha Gam chapter in these areas.

Participation in Homecoming and Greek Week activities provided much fun and excitement. Alpha Gams demonstrated their spirit by winning the Greek Week Sportsmanship Award. A very successful fall rush brought to Alpha Gam twenty-nine outstanding pledges, who were honored at the annual "Fall Ball." Other social activities included mixers, big brother cocktail party, the spring "Jungle Love" party, the summer band party, and the fall "Oktoberfest" party. The highlight of the social calendar was the annual Double Rose Formal in February.

Living in an Alpha Gam world... We ARE Tech women... lobotomy victim... How you doing... luh-hu-ly... summer party — Pam's brother meets Terrell... playing!!... Bald Rock Lodge... We get the attic... She was on Julie's tour of the Dumpster... Smells like a dead animal to me... The bulldozer is at the door... It's just pitiable... Peggy's got her scissors — Watch OUT!... the Groper and Dudeface... Anyone for Grumpy's?... I'm not drunk, I'm just tired... Crossing the Line... We've got a meeting in the Ladies Room.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Melanie Stanley tries to catch the pan of goo. A sister holds her chin high during Homecoming. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: A soror tells Mom the rigors of Tech. Karen Uebershaer and friends study for a big exam.
The sisters of Alpha Kappa Alpha have enjoyed another great year. The Nu Beta chapter has been very active since its founding at Tech on April 14, 1979. The sisters take great pride in their dedication to service and leadership.

AKA is very devoted to a better Tech and a better Atlanta as demonstrated by the many service projects in which the Nu Beta chapter participates. The sorors have adopted the geriatrics ward at Grady Memorial Hospital, which entails monthly visits and providing decorations. An ongoing project is the adoption of a room at the Atlanta Emergency Clinic. This project includes maintenance and cleaning. AKA also helps area Girl Scouts earn their badges. The sisters also sponsor campus seminars on beauty, health, and crime prevention. The sorors also provide three needy Tech students with scholarships.

On campus the sisters are as active in leadership as they are dedicated to their philanthropies. The sorority participates in the Techwood Tutorial Program. One sister is president of the Georgia Tech Afro-American Association, while another sister is president of the Society of Black Engineers. One sister is even on the sorority’s national committee.


TOP: Crystal Stovall and sisters participate in the Greek Week Talent Show. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Sisters take time to look at new china and silver. Members talk about which china set they prefer. Sisters talk in their house: Sisters take time out from class.
For the sisters of the Gamma Eta chapter there was a great deal of excitement in returning to Tech for fall quarter. We acquired a new sorority house and with lots of hard work and dedication, it has become our elegant and warm home. The new home coincides with our many other accomplishments of the past year. Alpha Xi is continuously involved on campus all year round. Receiving second in Homecoming, second in Derby Days, and third in Greek Week are achievements we worked and played hard for and are proud of.

We also dedicated much time to supporting the American Lung Association, our national philanthropy, through year-round service projects including roadblocking, carnival work, and doughnut sales. For the athletic in our chapter, we participated in flag football, basketball, and softball. The highlight of the year was our National Convention. There all sisters of the Gamma Eta chapter were recognized and awarded for their accomplishments. We placed fourth in overall achievement and third in philanthropy. The chapter is especially proud of sister Kim Ragsdale. Kim received the award for the Most Outstanding Alpha Xi Delta in the nation. Alpha Xi at Georgia Tech definitely progressed by leaps and bounds this past year, and has many accomplishments to be proud of.
Sisters Honored by OMED as 85's Top Black Greeks

Founded on January 13, 1913 at Howard University in Washington, D.C. by twenty-two industrious young women, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. is now the largest Black Greek letter organization in the world with over 125,000 members. The basis of the sorority's public service program is the "Five Point Thrust Program: Economic Development, Educational Development, International Awareness and Involvement, Physical and Mental Health, and Political Awareness and Involvement." The sorority's motto "Intelligence is the Torch of Wisdom" is exemplified by such outstanding members as Mary McCleod Bethune, Mary Futrell, Shirley Chisolm, and Barbara Jordan.

Since its founding in 1978 Xi Alpha Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. has contributed fifty-five dynamic members to the sorority's roll. In keeping with the sorority's Five Point Thrust Program, Xi Alpha Chapter has worked consistently throughout the year on the following projects: Adopt-a-Ward at Grady Hospital, Sadie Mays Nursing Home, Northwest Girls Club, the 1985 May Week Activities, Walk-a-Thon for OMED Emergency Loan Fund, and Black Student-Faculty Reception.

As a result of the dedication, innovativeness, and creativity of the sorors of Xi Alpha Chapter, they were honored as OMED's Outstanding Black Greek Organization for 1984-1985. Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Xi Alpha Chapter, lifting the Tech campus to higher heights as we climb the ladder of success.


TOP: Angie Wade asks Ann Landers to solve a problem. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Dionne Claybrook talks it over. Laticia Taylor is too busy to look up. Dionne Claybrook gets a little sisterly advice from Charlotte Sockwell.
Iota Theta Chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha celebrates its second year on campus. Spring quarter was a very busy one, wrapping up Derby Days after weeks of raising money for the Scottish Rite Children's Hospital. The Zetas raised over $2500 and also won first place overall in the event. Zeta Tau Alpha also came in a strong second in the Greek Week Competition.

After the appointment of the first yard chairman, the chapter started working toward its goal of raising $3000 to landscape the yard. After selling candy bars and doughnuts and delivering posters, the work was only beginning. The summer months brought many sod-laying and flower-planting parties, but the Zetas were rewarded with a beautiful yard.

After attending their first National Leadership Conference, Iota Theta Chapter was proud to receive the National Crown Chapter Award of Excellence and the Financial Excellence Award. The Crown Chapter Award is based on outstanding performance in the areas of membership, finances, activities, programming and fraternity operations.

Fall quarter brought with it all the excitement and enthusiasm that each new year brings. Zeta Rush was held in their house for the first time, and all their hard work and effort really paid off. Homecoming came early this year, but that didn't keep the Zetas down. On top of a third place overall finish, the sisters were proud to win second place in the display competition with their first display ever.

On October 15th, Zeta Tau Alpha Founders Day, Iota Theta Chapter had the honor of hosting the ceremony in Atlanta. Both collegiate members and alumnae attended the ceremony which celebrated Founder's Day and the installation of a new Alumnae Chapter.

Zetas also carved Halloween pumpkins for the philanthropy during October. Rounding out fall quarter was the successful Pledge Semi-Formal held at the Omni International with "Plair."

Pee Wee Naumann . . . I hate it when that happens . . . get over yourself . . . do the Tickle . . . Drive faster . . . The deadline for delivering posters is . . . Geeyeet off . . . Party all the time . . . In a big way . . . Fourth of July Picnic in October . . . Y'all come on! . . . Sunning in Piedmont Park . . . Bush Bums . . . Who took my teddy bear? . . . I reckoned it would have to be the hog . . . Remember it's not how you feel, it's how you look . . . Raise hell to the Band . . . I've decided:

TOP: Sisters show their spirit with hard work. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Julie Woodall smirks and pulls with her sister. Kim Bohannon soaks in some rays. Pull, girls pull! Julie Woodall and Lori Fowler use all their strength to win.
Assistant Dean Leist Appointed Fraternity Advisor

As the nucleus of Tech’s Greek system the Interfraternity and Panhellenic Councils act as the governing body of the seven sororities and thirty fraternities. Although each worked separately they had common goals and held several joint projects.

Both groups worked to publish the Oracle, a newsletter addressed to the specific needs and interests of Tech’s Greek community. A combined ninth annual Leukemia Fund Drive raised over seventy thousand dollars.

The IFC got a new advisor, Assistant Dean Steven Leist. The new year also brought a change in scholarship, with a 2.5 house grade point average set as good standing. The IFC and Panhellenic continued their efforts in the area of public relations. Such efforts emphasized a high scholastic average for Greeks, a dry rush policy and better publicity of Greek events and involvement.

Order of Omega
GREEK HONORARY
Laura Byrd
Joe Daniel
William K. Dodd
Ben Eazzetta
Kent R. Holding
Scott Little
Rebecca D. McBath
Andrew D. McDowell
James W. O'Connor
J. Paul Raines
Fred Y. Robinson
Jose R. Rodriguez
Jon Strombarn
Paul M. Taylor
Bruce Wheeler
Kenneth M. Witte
Alpha Epsilon Pi started out Georgia Tech’s Centennial with a tremendous rush effort, acquiring eighteen outstanding men. By maintaining the high standards of the past and striving toward new goals for the future, Zeta Chapter has continued to be a strong brotherhood on campus since its arrival in 1946.

On campus, AEPi’s distinguished themselves in a variety of ways, from the Interfraternity Council, campus organizations, GT Band, and a host of honor societies. AEPi’s actively participate in all intramural sports. In the quest for increased campus and community service activities, the brotherhood once again devoted much of its time to the Leukemia Drive, Red Cross CPR weekends, and the Atlanta Jewish Home. Homecoming weekend saw a milestone in alumni relations for the chapter. Over 50 alumni came by for the Centennial Celebration, and returned that night for a wild party with “Doug Clark and the Hot Nuts.”

The social calendar was as busy as ever. Rush was followed by an array of parties including the annual homecoming dance and the pledge-brother camping trip. Winter quarter was highlighted by the formal and the hosting of the AEPi Southern Regional Conclave. The year was topped off spring quarter with AEPi’s annual Wild Wild West Weekend and the Zeta Invitational Softball Tournament. The Parents Club continued to provide the chapter with brunches and mid-night snacks during finals, and helped to host the second annual Parent’s Weekend.

At the summer AEPi National Convention, the chapter won the Chapter Progress Award and the Outstanding Scribe Award, marking the continual success in the growth and strength of the brotherhood. It is in this spirit that AEPi brothers strive to make their fraternity the best on the Georgia Tech campus.


TOP: The AEPi mobile gives excitement to the wreck parade, and to brothers Fred Fox and Mark Viness.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: The captivating eyes and warm smile of this brother have overwhelmed this unsuspecting guest. Game Days have always been popular visiting times for alumni, and this one is no exception as Bill Rusitsky and Arthur Povlot entertain alumni.
Emphasizing community service and academics, the brothers of Nu Mu have once again been spreading the light of Alpha Phi Alpha by donating their time and effort to various projects, charities, and organizations. To mention a few, the brothers continuously help the Bedford Pine Daycare Center and the Techwood Baptist Center. The brothers are involved in cleaning church yards, spending time with the elderly, and raising money for the needy. Nu Mu also participates in the annual Black Awareness Week activities, has various parties and smokers (rush meetings), and also puts together an annual brotherhood retreat.

Another important activity during the year is the Annual Miss Black and Gold Pageant and the Black and Gold Ball where the newly selected queen is crowned. The brothers take great pride in the fact that their representatives have won the title of Miss Black and Gold for the state of Georgia the last three years. The brothers raised money for such activities with car washes, bake sales, and by ushering for Georgia Tech's football and basketball games. Upholding the principle of service, any funds left at the end of the year were donated to the chapter's philanthropy for the year.

This year, the brothers cited several goals to accomplish. First of all, they organized a 'culture club' for which they sponsored speakers for various occasions, organized trips to cultural affairs such as plays, museums, and festivals, and had 'cultural awareness' activities on campus. The brothers also created a high school counseling committee which held counseling sessions at various high schools in the Atlanta area.

Moreover, the brothers formed a committee which looked into establishing a Boy Scout unit. With the acquisition of their new house on campus, the brothers had a central point where they continued their commitment to leadership and service to Georgia Tech and the surrounding community.


TOP: Two of the brothers browse through the kitchen. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: The brothers relax on the couch. Ken Johnson eases the pain of studying by relaxing on a comfortable bed.
The Beta Iota chapter of Alpha Tau Omega celebrated its ninety-seventh anniversary on campus this year; Tech's oldest social fraternity reinforced an already strong position on campus. The brothers returned in the fall with tremendous enthusiasm and determination to make 1985 a year to be remembered.

This spirit paid dividends throughout fall quarter as twenty-nine fine men pledged. A super little sister rush added twelve young ladies to the rolls. Other ATO happenings included post-football game band parties, social functions, and a Halloween party to help everyone to shake off the midterm blues.

In other areas, ATO fielded its usual strong football teams as a fine effort produced the best Homecoming finish in years. The brothers raised a hefty sum in the IFC Leukemia fundraising drive.

Winter brought basketball and the excitement of competition for the number one ranked Yellow Jackets. The annual Christmas party and Sweetheart formal highlighted winter's social schedule.

For spring break, the brothers invaded Fort Lauderdale 'ATO style' with high spirits brought back and carried into a prosperous spring rush. Spring ushered in baseball, sunbathing, and softball. Midterm stress was relieved by the notorious House party at Fort Walton; a good time was had by all. For almost a quarter of a century, the ATO Hawaiian party has provided a chance for everyone to do some heavy duty partying.

Again this year, campus involvement was important to the brothers as evidenced by their involvement in SGA, IFC, Scuba Jackets, The Technique, The Oracle, and the American Marketing Association. In academics, many brothers made the Dean's List as studies continued to take a high priority.

All in all, 1985-86 was a memorable year for the brothers of ATO. With the foundation laid this year, new heights will be attained in the future.

Ragdoll Toss and Russian Sickle: beware of Brutus beefcake... Get the ladder... Bleacher Creatures... Nick the D--- and Sailor Mouth... Randy Random... Way out of line... T.S.H... Pack mule... No need... Roof it... My boyfriend is going to hurt you... Sib... I might add... Shut up Tibbs... Graaavy... The Rambler... Captain Dave and Associate Cue... Virgil... Spineless Wonder... James Grumby.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Will Mizell and fellow brothers show determination in mattress race. Walter Earner and Dan Gasley enjoy the festivities of fall rush. Jim Jones performs with personality at the Mock Rock festival. The dizzy bat race often proves difficult for many of its participants, including this one, a dazed Hugh Pierce.
Chapter Receives IFC Overall Trophy for Ninth Year

The Gamma Eta chapter of Beta Theta Pi had an outstanding year in all facets of Greek life. For the ninth straight year the Betas received the IFC overall trophy based upon academics, athletics, and activities. To further accent their accomplishments, the General Fraternity of Beta Theta Pi awarded the chapter its third consecutive Francis H. Sisson Award, the highest recognition obtainable by a Beta chapter. This award is given on the merits of the chapter.

Driven by both their long term dreams of dollars and the immediate goal to win 'Beer for Grades' the brothers achieved a third place ranking in academics. Possessing a renewed vigor the Betas returned from spring break to capture first place recognition with a house average of 3.0 and toppled this record with a 3.2 in the summer. The Betas were proud to have placed over half of the active brothers on the Dean's List.

Realizing that one must not only be competitive in the classroom but also on the athletic field, the Betas made the playoffs in every major intramural sport. This allowed them to place second for the IFC overall athletics trophy. The brothers captured the fraternity championships in swimming and track. Beside intramurals, Betas were involved in such diverse sports as rugby and cheerleading. To complement intramurals, the Betas also had an intrahouse racketball and tennis ladder for brothers to compete amongst themselves.

The Betas were cited as the second most active Greek organization on campus. The chapter had brothers who sported positions of leadership as enviable as SGA Vice President and IFC Centennial Committee Chairman. Many more brothers were active in the IFC, SGA, and professional societies. In the Greek Week competition the Betas finished fifth after an early first place finish in the Olympus Derby. The Centennial Homecoming celebration would not have been complete without the depiction of fraternity life at Tech as delivered by the award winning 'Frat Boys' Rap. As always the Betas were proud to assist in the IFC Leukemia Fund Drive.

Li'l Tara, the home of Beta Theta Pi was the site of many memorable parties. The Winter Formal was held on a snow covered Lake Arrowhead resort. A spring quarter retreat to Panama City provided ample relaxation to encourage the resurgence of an almost lost tradition — Mudslide. Mudslide was their way of honoring their graduating seniors and even some returning alumni by letting them regress into early childhood as they slid down the mud slickened slopes of Peter's Parking Deck. On a more conventional side of the social calendar were mixers with sororities from schools including Tech, Georgia, Auburn, and Brenau. Betas road tripped to 'Death Valley' to cheer the Jackets to victory and also held many 'victory' band parties. Before the Georgia showdown the brother had a pig roast for returning alumni and friends.

With a positive attitude and a strong will, the Betas will continue their winning ways in the realms of Greek life and will maintain that brotherhood that binds them together.
Spring Quarter Brings “LZ Lab” and “Shrimp and Beer”

Fall rush saw twenty-three young men pledge the Omega chapter of Chi Phi. Their spirit and enthusiasm was in evidence, as always.

Homecoming was another big success with the Chi Phi’s placing in three events and winning the overall “Party-a-thon” contest. Highlights of the fall quarter included: the Alumni Pig Roast, the Reggae Extravaganza, and everyone’s favorite — “The Generics.” The 1986 Chakett was held in Gatlinburg, Tennessee with the entertainment provided by the “Newboys.”

Spring quarter brought out the ardent Led Zeppelin fans with the annual LS Lab.” The annual “Shrimp and Beer” once again brought Chi Phi alumni back for a reunion and closed out the school year on a high note.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Let’s hear it for a pledge! Tony Swink pulls on the rope. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Tossed a keg lately? Tony Swink struggles in the Tug-of-war. Kelly Golden practices his driving skills. “Rage and the Erectors” entertain a crowd.
Brothers Make New Improvements On Their Lodge

The Chi Psi Brotherhood began this year with several changes while still retaining all of its favorite traditions. To begin with, Chi Psi implemented a totally dry rush as dictated by a new Chi Psi national policy. Dry rush was not a let down as it may have been envisioned; we had a lot of fun and as a result we pledged ten new members who we feel will make great Chi Psi’s. In addition to this change, this fall we made $9600 worth of improvements to our lodge which was already one of the finest houses on campus.

As far as traditions are concerned, we had all of our favorite rush parties back this year, though some we could not have during rush. Parties such as Drinkopoly, Ruby Reds, and Brewtime as well as events like our winter formal and spring little sister outing contributed to the good times that we will remember this year.

Chi Psi continues to be active in intramural sports. Our football team made the playoffs in the fall and our basketball and soccer teams had excellent showings in the winter.

Tech’s 100th year will be remembered because of the festivities we participated in during Homecoming week in the best of Greek tradition Chi Psi continues to uphold the social and the brotherhood virtues of “a fine, fine fraternity.”

HERMP!! ... Butt Cheese ... Who’s your buddy??? . . . CITM ... Me and Tree are just like this ... Are you ZEARSE???. . . . HO! HO! HO! Merry Christmas!!! . . . Who’s Johnny Rotten? . . . No Diving!!! . . . KOC ... Kill the LOSERS!!! ... NAMIE PAMBIE . . . G’dnite evbody.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Matt Roverse chases after the soccer ball. Chris Parker practices for next year’s Min-500. BOTTOM: Brothers Williams, Edlund, Russel, Burroughs, Messer, Comer, Skujins, Chang, Craig, Allen, and Koman drink before the game.
House Gets New Look as Renovations are Completed
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With fundraising and home improvements as the key words at the Alpha Gamma chapter of Delta Sigma Phi, the brothers capped four years of hard work by putting the finishing touches on more than $25,000 worth of renovations to the chapter house. Among the improvements to the house were new plumbing, new interior lighting, landscaping and our beloved fence was replaced.

Rush offered the Delta Sig's their first chance to show off the "new" house to the school, and both old friends and rushees were impressed. Nineteen young men pledged Delta Sigma Phi, and the promise in this group has made the fraternity proud.

Spring quarter saw Delta Sigma Phi surprising all of the fraternities at Georgia State with our strong showing in the Alpha Xi Delta Bear Affair. The effort was good for two first places, a second place, and a third place overall. They loved us!

Homecoming was another success for Delta Sig. Hundreds of alumni showed up to see our "Wreck Gods" take first and third honors in the wreck parade — Oh what a feeling!

Throughout the year, the brothers' commitment on the community service front was evident by the variety and frequency of activities held to help others. Some of these included active participation in the school's Leukemia Drive, our annual basketball tournament for the March of Dimes, which features chapters of Delta Sigma Phi from throughout the Southeast, and sponsorship of the campus wide Blood Drive, which this year set an all-time record for participation and topped UGA's efforts to challenge the Georgia Tech campus!

As part of its social calendar this year, the Delta Sigs Celebrated Tech's birthday at a mixer. Carnation Ball was the social highlight of winter quarter. With increased involvement from the brothers, this has been a banner year for the Delta Sig's.


TOP: Ten little sisters all in a row line up together to perform a rather revealing show. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Intensity and determination can easily be seen in the faces of the Three Musketeers who pull together to deftly launch the highly resistant catapult. Ping Pong can prove to be a challenging game; look at the level of concentration on this brother's face.
The 1985-86 was destined to become another good year for the Delts at Georgia Tech. We began fall quarter with a rush which contributed twenty-four new members to our chapter. Our rush also marked the return of the infamous sleestacke and snowmen. After many sleepless nights of rush, the Centennial Homecoming arrived and the insomniacs continued to roam the campus. For our Homecoming weekend, we welcomed over 150 alumni to our Shelter for our annual banquet and band party.

Scholarship has improved dramatically over the past year, and we hope to continue this trend. We’ve incorporated several new ideas into our scholarship program and plan to update this program to continually improve our academic standing.

As usual, the social calendar is full of fun festivities; Rainbow Formal, mixers with several sororities, and the annual spring toga party are annual events.

In the athletic realm, we made the playoffs in most of the major sports: flag football, inner-tube water polo, soccer, basketball, and softball.

We’ve been fundraising for the Leukemia Society of America throughout the past year. Also, we’re currently looking to raise money to repair and make some house improvements.

Rebellion thru Conformity . . . Poppin’z . . . Boinkin’ . . . Bulk for cheap . . . The Chuck Robida Thigh Test . . . Todd, you’re the only one who understands me . . . Does she smoke? nudge, nudge, wink, wink . . . The Revenge of Ned Beatty — Weel Weeeee! . . . Enter at all costs

**Identification Page 522**

**Delta Tau Delta**

*Insomniacs Continue to Cruise the Campus By Night*

*Top, Left to Right:* Buss Heym explains his arrest to a sleeping Brent Mitchell and Mr. Ed Cristovich.

Jerry Junior Samples at Mock Rock. Beef and Tricia behind Gordon’s back.

*Bottom Left to Right:* Delts cruise along in their “party van.”
DELT A UPSILON

Chapter Captures Greek Week Division
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DU enjoyed a year of substantial improvement. Last spring, DU won its division in Greek Week by a wide margin. This was complemented by a strong academic showing, 2.7 overall, in the summer.

Fall quarter once again provided many of the year’s highlights. The quarter was kicked off by DU’s best rush in six years, in which the chapter gained over twenty pledges. Homecoming brought DU’s second consecutive Top Five finish.

The social schedule was highlighted by the Winter Formal, the Spring Band Party, and Homecoming festivities. Special projects, including the IFC-Leukemia Drive and the Exchange Student program, were examples of DU’s commitment to public service.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Shawn O’Conner and Danny Plaisted concentrate on the game. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Pat Carmichael — a satanic drummer. Fred McCoid and Geoff Pratt at work. Troy Guthrie, What are you doing? Geoff Pratt — is that you? Brothers talk to a rushee.
A few months after the Civil War, a handful of young men at Washington College, now Washington and Lee University, wanted to preserve what they saw best in their homeland by establishing a fraternal order based upon the terms and rituals of chivalry. They envisioned something different from other fraternities. And, in Robert E. Lee, who presided over the college as president, they found no finer example of a man who loved God and country, honored and protected pure womanhood, and practiced courtesy and magnanimity of spirit. This concept of courage, honor, and reverence of God and woman for which Robert E. Lee exemplified all his life, is the distinguishing characteristic of a true Southern Gentleman, a Kappa Alpha.

Fall rush brought in twenty-four new pledge brothers to the Alpha Sigma chapter. The chapter gave an exceptional effort as one hundred percent of the membership bids were accepted. The addition of these men helped KA to achieve a third place finish in the Centennial Homecoming events. The new pledge class is expected to excel academically as did last year’s pledge classes which were first academically three of four quarters.

Kappa Alpha is represented on SGA, Student Center, IFC, and many other campus organizations. We have several brothers who are varsity cheerleaders. Alpha Sigma also has a starting Yellow Jacket football player as well as last year’s ACC Individual Golf Medalist. KA is also very active in the school’s intramural program.

Spring quarter of each year brings about Olde South, a celebration of KAs Southern heritage and a tribute to their spiritual founder Robert E. Lee of Olde Virginia. It is the premier social event of the Year. Kappa Alpha, home of the South’s most distinguished Southern gentlemen!

Dixie ... 1865 ... Wheat-Barley ... CCCuff ... Pi Key Alpha ... The Superstar Athlete ... Squeeky ... Scarlet ... Meet 'em ... Moleman ... Gr'egg and J'egg — The Egg Zone ... Italiano ... TD, HD, PW and Dick Truly ... Club Beta Phi ... The Tongue ... Vogueady ... Big like me ... Ben 'Jammin ... Brain ... Birdman ... JD ... Phone!!! ... The Ultimate Male ... Slim ... Rat Patrol ... The Doctor ... Batman ... The Knubb ... Big June ... Mick ... Jebby ... Slammin Sam ... T-Bone ... Pooh-Bear.

TOP LEFT TO RIGHT: Frank Fitzgerald and Keith Pigue march in style. Dean James Dull officiates at the Olde South ceremony. LEFT TO RIGHT: Renee Caldwell, Bill Morrison, and John Lauber enjoy a rush party.
Celebrating its ninetieth year on the Georgia Tech campus, the Alpha Tau chapter of Kappa Sigma continued to be a role model for all to follow. Kappa Sigma placed in the top five fraternities on campus in academics, intramurals, and campus leadership. We proudly placed fourth in overall IFC competition for the third straight year. Continually, the quality of the Kappa Sigma brotherhood rises over the efforts of greater numbers of men in other houses.

Pledges are destined to follow the example of the present brothers in campus leadership. Brothers are actively involved in every honor society on campus, serve in the Ramblin Reck Club, directors of intramurals, Faset Leaders, and in all ROTC programs.

Kappa Sigma excelled in the intramural program by reaching the playoffs in seven sports in the last year. This year, victories in the playoffs and championships will be their goal. The summer quarter showed the level of progression towards their goal by winning the school championships in volleyball and reaching the quarter-finals in softball.

Kappa Sigma's long history represents itself yearly in the traditional Black and White Formal and Spring LUAU — their twentieth year in the 'pit' which boasted the most elaborate structure on campus. This includes a three story spiral staircase, nine tons of sand, and a crystal water pool twelve feet deep.

How can a group work so hard on academics and achieve honorary excellence in the classroom while displaying athletic prowess on the field and enjoying a tireless social life? The answer is commitment to the enrichment of themselves and, in turn, to the pride of the fraternity. One in brotherhood — Kappa Sigma.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: It's party time at PJ’s. What a heavenly body! Brother enjoys the attention. Brothers pull in tug-of-war. All enjoy the social life in the party wreck.
Chapter Presented With National Award for Activities

As one of the largest and most diverse fraternities at Georgia Tech, Lambda Chi Alpha has had a successful year. The Lambda Chi’s continued to lead the Greek community in many areas. At the 1985 Greek Week Cocktail party, the Choppers took home the second place overall IFC trophy as well as the campus involvement award, the Leukemia Drive Award, and the community service award. During the past summer, six brothers attended the National Leadership Conference at Ohio State and brought back the First place award for Campus Involvement. Involvement and service play a big part in fraternity life at Lambda Chi. Choppers are active in FASET, IFC, SGA, Executive Roundtable, ODK, Alpha Phi Omega, and many other campus organizations.

Fall rush showed a traditional emphasis on the “quality rather than quantity” attitude, as a selective rush produced twenty-nine outstanding associate members. The new associate members proved themselves by rallying to the Choppers support in Homecoming. Homecoming was a bright spot this year highlighted by: “The Temptations” winning the Mock Rock contest for the second year in a row, by placing second in the display contest, participating in the Reck Parade, and taking a second place overall in Homecoming. The Choppers put a lot of time into the community this year by helping with the Centennial Homecoming Concert, Lake Lanier Triatholon, “Much Ado About Midtown,” World Student Fund, the Celebrity Polo Match benefitting the Leukemia Society, and the traditional roadblocking and fundraising for the IFC Leukemia Drive.

Sports allowed the chapter to release some steam as the Choppers fielded play-off teams in football, softball, soccer, and basketball, as well as taking the school championship in bowling. The brother’s efforts in athletics added up to a third place overall finish in sports this year.

After all the activities were over, Lambda Chi Alpha did what they always do best — party. The social calendar was full and exciting as the fun of the annual spring quarter trip to the Gulf Coast was never in doubt after the Chopper migration to the beach. Fall quarter could be best summed up with the brother’s old and famous motto, “Ten bands in ten weeks!” This included the Redneck Mixer with the Auburn AOPi’s, the Holiday Mixer with the ZTA’s, and the traditional Country Club mixer with the AZD’s. Winter brought about chants for “HOT TUBS” as everyone warmed-up with his favorite lady as the White Rose Formal was held at Lake Lanier Islands.

“Diversity, involvement, leadership, social, strong brotherhood.” These are the Choppers’ greatest assets. Through both respect for tradition and willingness to change and grow, Lambda Chi Alpha has become a campus leader.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Georgia Tech’s finest chases wreck to check for safety violations. BOTTOM: One, two, three, PULL! Steve Besch carries Sandy at Greek outing. The Choppers sing a Temptations tune during Mock Rock contest.
Brothers Are Active as National Committee Members

On the eve of Delta Kappa chapter’s tenth year anniversary at Georgia Tech, the brothers of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. continue to distinguish themselves, as a whole and in part, in their pursuit of manhood, scholarship, perseverance and uplift. Members continue to be elected to high fraternity positions, as well as head Georgia Tech Committees, and having the chapter win awards has become a consistent tradition. The accomplishments of 1985 include two National committee members, two district council members and the Assistant Georgia State Representative position (highest undergraduate position). This was accompanied by both the District and State Superior Social Action Chapter of the Year Awards and the State Quiz-Bowl Championship. The chapter’s commitment to uplift the less fortunate and recognize outstanding achievement is fulfilled in time and donations, at home and abroad, through donations to the NAACP, UNCF, Africare, Anti-Apartheid Movement as well as time spent with the Techwood community, convalescent homes and special projects and programs.

These Omega Men propel forward with a Bulldog tenacity, strengthened by courage, determination and perseverance, we are ever mindful that the value of our fraternity has never been in numbers, but in Real Men in Real Brotherhood. Being matched as the Marines of the fraternities is no surprise, for when the burden becomes unbearable, we are called as the Last Alternative. As our fourth fraternity brother boards NASA’s Space Shuttle and heads for outer space, the direction is a shining truth, for there are no bounds to Omega!

**TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT:** A member of Omega Psi Phi leads singing during the Black Awareness Week Talent Show. Several brothers scare a young boy during Halloween party for Techwood residents. **BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT:** One brother is ready to participate in Halloween Party. The Song and Dance continues.
Once again, the Phi Delts have managed to attain an unsurpassed mixture of good academics, many community service activities, and of course an awesome social calendar. Our winter formal, Bowery Ball, once again topped the social calendar, but was flanked by many other parties and socials. The beach trip to Panama City, Florida, was once again a huge success, everyone had a blast.

As for community service, we were involved in a wide range of philanthropies. Last year, we were in the top five in Leukemia collection, helped an elementary school build a playslope, assisted The Atlanta Botanical Gardens, and helped renovate old homes.

This year’s rush was only icing on the cake. We got twenty-nine pledges, each being the caliber of person which will undoubtedly keep Phi Delta Theta at the pinnacle of the Greek system.

From the heights of Mount Olympus...
Just good folk... At ease with himself...
Fatford returns... Turbo Charged...
Humie... Whompar and the Sax...
Buster H... B-team Rules... Queefs...
I sell Drugs to children... Double A...
She’s sooo cool... “Rock”... Pudding Races... I know that’s right.
Phi Gamma Delta is proud to be a part in the growth of Georgia Tech. The past year has been a good one for the Institute as well as the fraternal organizations. Throughout this past year FIJI has done its best to excel and continues to do so as we entered the fall of 1985.

Academics play an important role here at the FIJI house. Last spring we placed second overall in fraternity scholarship rankings with a 2.89 and over half of the brotherhood on Dean's list. Athletics, as well as academics have a significant position in the life of our fraternity. The success of Tech's varsity basketball, baseball, and golf teams helped to spur the FIJI's to victory in the fraternity championships for softball. Taking a close second in Greek Week activities helped us enjoy our traditional Island Party all the more near the close of spring quarter.

Fall ushered in the new school year and with it Rush. This year's rush turned out to be a good one for Phi Gamma Delta. We pledged twenty-five dedicated men into our ranks. Following rush was Homecoming in which the FIJI's celebrated a century by winning first place in Homecoming activities. We looked forward to better academics, enhanced athletic achievement and of course various traditional events including the Graduate's Norris Pig Dinner, Purple Garter Formal and the preparations for Greek Week.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Bob Heidish sings his "Prince-ly" heart out at the Mock Rock contest. Jim Rowe and John Warchol demonstrated their decorating talents. Mark Kehn navigates in the Wreck Parade. BOTTOM: Chris Baughman, Carlos Caceres, and Ed Sloan join efforts in the catapult.
In the past year, Skulls have continued their participation on campus in academics, social life, and athletics. It was no surprise to the brothers that the fraternity placed highly in scholastics last year, ranking second among fraternities in spring and third in winter. The house’s emphasis on studying again paid off.

Although important, studying never kept the Skulls from partying. The Centennial Celebration gave us our liveliest Homecoming to date with a record number of alumni participating. Other highlights of the year included the annual Black and Gold Formal held jointly with the Phi Kappa chapter from Alabama, Steak at the Lake, mixers, band parties, and the Sisters of the Skull Halloween bash.

The Skulls fielded teams in nearly every intramural sport. Soccer was the major focus of our energies. Skulls also joined in Georgia Tech sports including hockey, rugby, and lacrosse.

With a good balance between scholastics and social life, Phi Kappa Sigma had a most successful year.

Jalopy sandwich . . . I be de cook . . .
Skulls don’t bowl . . . Vegetablehead . . .
Giddee Giddee Giddee . . . Whipped . . .
Wilma was here . . . What a guy . . . Couch potato/video head . . . Pudding races . . .
Hey, pal . . . Shorty knothead.

TOP: Brothers pull together during tug-of-war. BOT-
Brothers Tend Bar for the Atlanta Historical Society

Fraternal spirit and brotherhood marked Tech's centennial year for Phi Kappa Tau. Starting off the year with a rejuvenation of the basement, we leaped into rush and came up with an excellent pledge class. Homecoming came early this year due to the Centennial Celebration in which we enjoyed a ninth place finish in Homecoming events. Phi Tau hosted an alumni celebration which the former students enjoyed more than any alumni function held in recent years. We also participated in an unusual philanthropy, volunteering as bartenders for a dance to benefit the Atlanta Historical Society. Intramurals went well, with almost every brother participating. Last winter's joint formal with the Auburn chapter was particularly successful.

In spring, we placed first in our division in Greek Week activities, and are hoping for the same results in 1986. Phi Kappa is proud of its tradition at Tech.

Q . . . KMBS . . . Stratch . . . Keeeent!!

. . . Legs ... Everybody's doin' the Woody motion . . . Big Big Butt and the Slant Six Jag ... Such a deal . . . Ugly is beautiful . . . No more MTV on BBC . . . You boys musta pahtied dis weekend . . . Freddo . . . Popsicle eating contest . . . That ain't workin — Da — Buh!

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: How does it feel strapped into a wreck? The taste of victory! Todd Barney and Shirley White practice pomping.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Brothers gang up on one of their own. "Mom never taught me to throw food!"